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Deeper Conversation
Yuna

Yuna      : Deeper Conversation
Tabbed by : Hariz Abdul Hadi (twitter.com/CubaTryTest)
Tunning   : Standard (EADGBe)

If I m not mistaken, Yuna played this song in two versions.
One in standard tunning, another with a capo on the 1st fret.
It doesn t really matter, she still uses the same chord.

Depending on how you d prefer to sing it.
For me, I prefer the lower tunning.

[Verse 1]
                         Em         A
Is your favourite colour blue?
                   D
Do you always tell the truth?
                       Em        A
Do you believe in outerspace?
            D
And im learning you

[Verse 2]
                Em                A
Is your skin as tanned as mine?
                    D
Does your hair flow sideways?
                   Em              A
Did someone took a portion of your heart?
                D
And im learning you

[Chorus]

And if you dont mind
Em
Can you tell me
All your hopes and fears
A
and Everything that you believe in
D
Would you make a difference in the world
Em                                     A
Id love for you to take me to a deeper conversation
             Bm
Only you can make me

[BREAKDOWN]



Em                      A
I let my guard down for you
Em                   A
And in time you will too 

[Chorus]

And if you dont mind
Em
Can you tell me
All your hopes and fears
A
and Everything that you believe in
D
Would you make a difference in the world
Em                                     A
Id love for you to take me to a deeper conversation
             Bm
Only you can make me

[Chorus]

And if you dont mind
Em
Can you tell me
All your hopes and fears
A
and Everything that you believe in
D
Would you make a difference in the world
Em                                     A
Id love for you to take me to a deeper conversation
             Bm
Only you can make me

[Bridge]
             Em
Deeper conversation,
     A
with me,
             D
Deeper conversation,
with me,
             Em
Deeper conversation,
     A
with me,
             Bm
Deeper conversation,
with me,

[INTERLUDE] (Capo version doesn t have this part)



Em     A     
Ha  a  aa  aa...
D      Bm
Ha  a  aa  aa...
Em     A
Ha  a  aa  aa...
Bm
Ha  a  aa  aa..

[Outro]
Em
Does your name rhyme with mine?

-End-
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